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Licensee: Comonwealth Edison Company
Opus West III
1400 Opus Place
Downers Grove, IL 60515

Facility Name: LaSalle County Station, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: LaSalle Site, Marseilles, Illinois

Inspection Con.iucted: September 1 through October 13, 1992

Inspectors: D. Hills
C. Phillips
H. Miller
J. Roman, Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety

Approved By: - /d/r/9u
'R~. I. Ha e, C~hief Uate' -

Reac r rojects Section 1C

Inspection SummJn

Inspection from September 1 throuch October 13. 1992 (Renorts No. 50-373/92021
IDRP): 50-374/92021(DRP)).

Areas Inspected: A routine, unannounced safety inspection was conducted by
the resident inspectors and an Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety
inspector. The inspection included followup on previously identified items
and licensee event reports; review of operational safety, monthly maintenance,
and surveillance activities; safety assessment and quality verification; and
report review.

Results: No cited violations were identified. However, one non-cited
violation was identified regarding the failure of-operators to recognize the
applicability of certain limiting conditions for operation (LCO) during
operational condition 3 (Paragraph 4.a(1)). An unresolved item was identified
involving reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system leak detection,
instrumentation logic design and removal of certain instruments (Paragraph
4.a(4)). Another unresolved item involved determining the cause of a
verification error for steam separator lifting rig latching mechanism
operation (Paragraph 4.c). Two open items were identified involving a
khnwledge weakness of technical staff engineers and followup of a
recirculation pump failure to shift to slow speed (Paragraphs 5.a and 5.b).-
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Performance was mixed in this area. Operators fallcd to identify the |
applicability of several LCOs to operational condition 3. Plant management '

significantly underestimated the time to bring a unit to cold shutdown. The
,

reason a plant cooldown rate was purposely being limited was not adequately
communicated to the nuclear station operator (NS0). Although housekeeping was ;

improved in the raceway and adjoining areas, further attention was warranted.
Labelling in less accessible portions of the plant lagged behind that of other
areas. The failure of a licensed to identify surveillance test results outside
the acceptance criteria was due to inattention to detail. However, an initiation

,

of a procedure addendum deficiency sheet by a non-licensed operator indicated a
genuine concern by a plant worker to improve procedures. Except for one
unresolved item described above, no concerns were identified during a detailed
review of selected out-of-servicet . The licensee continued to improve the
management of shutdown risk. Operator responses to a failure of a recirculation
pump to shif t to slow speed and to an inadvertent RCIC start were excellent and
in accordance with procedure.

Maintenance / Surveillance

Performance remained steady in this area. The inspectors noted good interaction
between mechanical maintenance and radiation protection personnel regarding the
steam dryer and separator removal. An unresolved item involving verification for
the steam separator lifting rig was mentioned above. No problems were identified
in a review of preventive maintenance practices for rubber seals or boots.

Engineerina/lechnical Sunp_prf, '

Performance remained steady in this area. Simulator scenarios observed by the
inspectors during licensed operator requalification training were appropriate and
timely, indicating a logical rationale as to their selection. A technical staff
training weakness was identified regarding water hammer.

EafetY Assessment /Ouality Verification

Performance remained steady in this area. The inspectors performed a review of
quality verification group plans for the refueling outage. Specific areas on
which to concentrate resources had been identified and personnel were familiar
with the outage schedule and activities.
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1. Eersons Contacted

*G. J. Diederich, Manager, LaSalle Station
W. R. Iluntington, Technical Superintendent

*J. V. Schmeltz, Production Superintendent
D. S. Berkman, Assistant Superintendent, Work Planning
H. Hentschel, Assistant Superintendent, Operations
J. Walkington, Services Director

*J. Lockwood, Regulatory Assurance Supervisor
*H. Santic, Assistant Superintendent, Maintenance
*K. Kociuba, Quality Verification Supervisor
*H. Cray, Master Instrument Hechanic
*J. Shields, Nuclear Licensing Administrator
*T. Hammerick, Assistant Technical Staff Supervisor
*D. Leggett, Operating Engineer
*T. Nauman, Master liechanic
*D. Carlson, Regulatory Assu. ance
*D. Spencer, Assistant Technical Staff Supervisor
*J. Bell, Maintenance Staff Supervisor

* Denotes those attending the exit interview conducted on October 13,
1992.

lhe inspectors also talked with and interviewed several other licensee
employees during the course of the inspection.

2. LLcInsga Action on previously Ident.ified items [221_011
_

(0 pen) Open item (373/92008-06(DRP)): Review licensee actions to.

address aroccdure adequacy weaknesses. This item is discussed in
paragrapa 4.a(?) of this report.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

3. Licensee Event Reports Followuj (90712 and 92700)

The following licensee event reports were reviewed to ensure that
reportability requirements were met, and that corrective actions, both
immediate and to prevent recurrence, were accomplished in accordance
with the technical specifications:

(Closed) LER 374/92012 Reactor Scram Due To a Main Turbine Trip Caused
.By a Thrust Bearing Wear Detector Signal

(Closed) LER 373/92002 System Electrical Perturbation Due to Motor
Design Problem
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In addition, recent deviation reports (DVRs) were reviewed in order to
monitor conditions related to plant or personnel performance and to
detect potential development of trends. Appropriate generation and
disposition of DVRs, in accordance with the Quality Assurance Manual,
were also reviewed.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

4. Operational Sa(sty Verification (60710 and 71707)

The inspectors reviewed the facility for conformance with the license
and regulatory requirements.

a. On a sampling basis the inspectors observed control room
activities for proper control room staffing, coordination of plant
activities; adherence to procedures or technical specifications:
operator cognizance of plant parameters and alarms; electrical
power cu.ifiguration; and the frequency of plant and control row
visits by station managers. Various logs and surveillance records
were reviewed for accuracy and completeness.

Signific;nt observations were:

(1) More tha nine hours following the August 27, 1992, Unit 2
scram (and at least five hours since the subsequent shift
turnover), the inspectors noted that applicable technical
specification limiting conditions for operation (LCO) had
still not been officially declared and entered. (Specific
details of the scram were described in inspection report 50-
373/92020(DRS); 50-374/92020(DRS)). The low pressure
coolant injection (LPCI) system loop B, reactor core
isolation cooling system, and position indication for two
safety-relief valves were inoperable. Unit 2 was in
operational condition 3 at the time such that either seven
or 14 day LCOs were applicable to these inoperabilities.
The LCOs had not been identified on the degraded equipment
log, LCO status board, or shift operating logs. The shift
control room engineer (f4RE) was aware of the stdus of the
equipmentbuthadnotrglizedapplicabilityoftheLCOsto
operational cor lition 3.I ppropriate personnel had teenA

trained on thota LCOs.

Safetysignifi$ncewasminimalasequipmentstatuswas
known, and Unid 2 was being taken to cold shutdown at t',e
time such that *there was little chance the applicabb LC0-

'
time clocks would be exceeded. The licensee planned the
fo$ lowing corrective actions:

- Revise the operator shift surveillance to address LPCI
loop B system operability with suppression poal
cooling in operation

4
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- Perform a modification to feed the LPCI loop B test
return valve positten into the engineered safety
features status panel logic

- Ensure better turnover following an event by allowing
the shift engineer to decide when to conduct needed
post-event briefings

- Issue a letter to the shift engineers delineating
specific aspects of the scram including words to '

sensitize crews to LCO applicability in operational
condition 3

LaSalle Administrative Procedure (LAP) 220-4, ' Degraded
Equipment Log," Revision 4, step E.6 and LAP 1600-2,
* Conduct of Operations", Revision 46, step E.7 required
equipment made inoperable to initiate on an auto-initiation
signal be considered inoperable and the appropriate LCO
action and time clock entered. LAP 220-4, step F.1.a
required recording of inoperabic and degraded technical
specification equipment in the degraded equipment log. LAP
1600-2, step F.1.1 required that if conditions indicate a
system is not operable as required by technical
specifications, the SCRE shall have the condition logged in
the unit operating logs. Failure to follow the
administrative procedures is a violation of technical
specification 6.2.A.I. However, the violation was
categorized as a Severity Level V and it is not being cited
because the criteria specified in Section VII.B.1 of the
" General Statement of Policy and. Procedures for NRC
Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy, 10 CFR 2,
Appent'ix C (1992)) were satisfied.

The inspectors also noted that following the Unit 2 scram,
which occurred at 3:05 a.m., the time to bring the unit to
cold shutdown was much longer than would normally be
expected. Although plant management had originally expected
the unit to be in a cold shutdown condition by 9:00 p.m.,
this was not accomplished until 12:40 p.m. the next day.
Plant management purposely delayed. reopening of the main
steam isolation valves (MSIV) 1:o limit the cooldown rate for
source term reduction. This decition was not adequately
communicated to the entire shift as discussions with the
nuclear station operator (.% 0) at the time indicated he was
not aware of this being the reason for delaying that action.
Later deciding to accomplish a more rapid cooldown, plant
management directed an MSIV to be opened which was completed
at 7:05 p.m._ Subsequent cooldown although increased,
remained slower than anticipated by plant management,
Cooldown rate was later reduced causing more delay. This
was to prevent entering the temperature range susceptible to
reactor water cleanup (RWCU) spurious isolations, while a

! 5
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procedure change was being processed to revise the location
of isolation bypass jumpers. The need for a procedure
change was unexpected, further delay was experienced while
warming a residual heat removal line for subsequent shutdown
cooling operation to prevent flashing in the pipe,

(2) While observing preparations for Unit 2 startup on
September 9, 1992, the inspectors observed a non-licensed
operator initiate a procedure addendum deficiency sheet to
provide clarification in a turbine oil surveillance
procedure. This action indicated a genuine concern by a
plant worker to improve plant procedures. An existing NRC
issue concerning procedure wea(nesses and plant worker
willingness to initiate improvements is being tracked as
open item 373/92008-06(DRP). Current and future licensee
actions to address this concern as well as other indications
of effectiveness will be covered in a future inspection
report.

(3) The inspectors observed licensed operator roqualification
training conducted on the LaSalle plant-specific simulator
on September 10, 1992. The scenarios presented were
appropriate and timely, indicating a logical rationale as to
their selection. A scenario emphasizing pressure control
during an anticipated transient without scram addressed a
previously identified training weakness. Another scenario
emphasizing contingency actions for degraded voltage
conditions addressed an important current NRC issue. A
scenario emphasizing actions in response to a loss of vessel
level while in cold shutdown partially addressed shutdown
risk concerns as Unit I was to shortly begin a refueling
outage.

(4) On September 28, 1992, while performing detailed reviews of
a sampling of out-of-services, the inspectors identified
concerns regarding the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
leak detection instrumentation. Differential pressure
switches for detection of a RCIC steam flow instrument line
break had been valved out-of-service since approximately
1989 on both units. This was to prevent spurious RCIC
isolations, thereby increasing RCIC availability.
Corresponding switches to detect a RCIC steam line break
remained in service as required by technical specifications.

A detailed safety evaluation and onsite review had been
documented which included evaluations by both Sargent and
Lundy and General Electric. The licensee concluded that the
switches were not necessary as they were not credited in tha
Updated Final Safely Analysis Report and there was no
requirement for them to exist.
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U)on walkdown of the out-of-service, the inspectors noted
11ree of the switches on Unit I had been removed entirely.

'

Work requests from 1990 existed indicating the missing
instruments were utilized as spares elsewhere in the plant.
The plant _ configuration since 1990 had not corresponded to
that depicted on the plant control and instrumentation
drawings or electrical schematics. Although a modification
to remove-the switches was planned for the current refueling

'

outage, the modification had not yet been accomplished.

Upon reviewing the RCIC system electrical schematics, the
inspector also had s)ecific concerns regarding the design of
the RCIC steam line areak detection logic. The RCIC steam
supply outboard containment isolation valve, E51-F008, and i

residual heat removal steam condensing line (from the RCIC
,

steam line) outboard containment isolation valve, E51-F004, ,

each had only one differential pressure switch to sense a
steam line break and to supply _ input to its respective
isolation logic.

This is considered an unresolved item (50-373/92021-01
(DRP)) pending further NRC review to determine whether
removal of the switches was in accordance with the
licensee's modification or temporary system change
procedures, the design requirements of the RCIC isolation
logic, as well as plant specific licensing basis
requirements for the RCIC instrument line break detection. .

No problems were identified in the remaining out-of-services
.'reviewed by the inspectors.

b. On a routine basis the inspectors toured accessible areas of the
facility to assess worker adherence to radiation controls and the
site security plan, housekeeping or cleanliness, and control of ,

field activities in progress. Housekeeping in the raceway and
adjoining rooms had improved from earlier in the year, but further

-

attention was still needed. Lighting _in the-raceway was improved
but labelling in this area remained much poorer than that in more
accessible parts of the plant.

a

c. Refueling Activities
,

The inspectors verified.that refueling activities were being
conducted and controlled as required by approved-procedures. This
was done on a sampling basis through direct observations,
discussions with licensee personnel, and review of-work requests '

and procedures.
;

The inspectors observed portions of the reactor head removal
process, which included stud removal from the reactor vessel. The
studs were being removed for inspection with a new removal. tool.
The tool was successfully used during reassembly of Unit 2 for= the-

7
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previous refueling outage. Problems with the tool were
encountered due to physical diffe m ces between the Unit I and
Unit 2 reactor vessel heads; however, these were overcome. Tne
licensee planned to modify the tool to accommodate the differences
in the reactor heads prior to reactor vessel reassembly.

The reactor vessel disassembly included wet lifting the steam
dryer and steam separator internals from the reactor vessel. The
procedure had been used once before during the previous Unit 2
refueling outage. The inspector noted useful discussions between
the mechanical maintenance and radiation protection personnel
concerning lessons learned on the new procedure. Shift briefs
were acceptable with constructive guidance provided by the
supervisor and by radiation protection.

During portions of the wet lift procedure certain weaknesses were
identified. The extension legs for the steam separator lifting
rig were installed and verified in the procedure as having the
latching mechanism functioning properly. However, during the next
shif t, the mechanical maintenance supervisor decided to test the
latching mechanism prior to lowering the lifting rig into the
vessel. The latches did not operate and the air lines required
repositioning to the proper crientation. This is considered an
unresolved item (50-373/92021-02 (DRP)) pending determination of
the root cause of the error in the verification. In addition,
prior to lifting the steam separator, the licensee identified that
the reactor vessel flange protector had been removed during the
steam dryer lift and was found on the steam dryer. The absence of
the protector was noted after additional lighting was added in
preparation to lift the steam separator from the reactor vessel.
The absence of light and reduced clarity of the water may have
reduced the ability to identify the situation during the steam
dryer lift. Since the flange protector was not required from a
safety standpoint, the procedure was amended to continue the
refueling with the flange protector removed.

.

d. Shutdown Risk Initiatives

The licensee continued to improve the management of shutdown risk. t

Progress regarding shutdown risk was reviewed and documented for
the previous Unit 2 refueling outage in inspection report 50-
373/92010; 50-373/92010. This subsequent review for the current
Unit I refueling outage concentrated on initiatives developed
since that time. This included a more formalized program
described in a shutdown risk guideline document, A shutdown risk
level assessment sheet to be completed daily was developed to
assign a level of risk to various portions of the outage.
Management levels of approval were established to correspond to

'these risk levels. An emergency core cooling system and AC
sources availability chart were to be available for distribution.
A shutdown risk review board was established to maintain overview
of the outage. A dedicated outage operating crew was established
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to augment the normal shift complement. Reactor / fuel pool heatup
rate and shutdown cooling curves were also developed.
Implementation of these initiative > will be evaluated over the
course of the refueling outage.

No cited violations, one non-cited violation, and no deviations were
identified in this area.

5. lientfily Maintenance Observation (52703)

Station maintenance activities affecting the safety-related and
important to safety systems and components listed below were observed or
reviewed to ascertain that they were conducted in accordance with
approved procedures, regulatory guidos and industry codes or standards,
and did not conflict with technical specifications.

The following maintenance activities were observed and reviewed:

Unit _1
WR L96476 Rebuild Control Rod Drive S/N 9394
WR LO4292 Leak Test Rebuilt Control Rod Drives
WR L92890 Replace the 10 Control Rod Drive pump
WR L12122 Perform LES-EQ-ll2 and VOTES Test Motor Operated Valve IE12-

f049A
WR Lil589 Disassembly of Unit 1 Reactor Vessel
WR Ll4669 Unit 1 Reactor Head Removal

VRiL2

WR Ll7391 The Hain Turbine Tripped on Thrust Bearing Wear Detector
Halfunction

Significant observations included:

a. Through discussions with several systems engineers, the inspector
identified a training weakness with regard to water hammer.
System engineers for mechanical systems had little to no knowledge
and had been provided no training as to what water hammer was, the
causes of water hammer, potential ramifications of water hammer,
and water hammer indications during a system walkdown. The'
licensee planned to train system engineers in this area. The
completion of training on water hammer for system engineers is an
open item (50-373/92021-03 (DRP)).

b. During the shutdown for the Unit I refueling outage on October 2,
1992,-while performing the end of cycle recirculation pump trip
system B breaker arc suppression response time testing,
recirculation pump B.falled to shift to slow speed.
(Recirculation pump A successfully shifted.) An attempt was made
to manually shift recirculation pump B to slow speed, but the
incomplete sequence circuit timed out causing the pump to trip.
Although the instability region was never entered, the operators

9
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inserted control rods to provide greater margin. The nuclear
engineers (already on shift for the shutdown) verified that no
power instabilities occurred. After approximately 30 minutes, the
pump was restarted. Operator actions in response to the event
were excellent and in accordance with applicable procedures.
Determination of root cause and corrective actions for the failure
to shift to slow speed is considered an open item (50-373/92021-04
(DRP)).

c. The inspectors were requested to determine if rubber seals or
boots existing in safety related systems and/or components were
inspected or re) laced via preventative maintenance. The inspector
interviewed tecinical staff system engineers and walked down
several systems for a representative sample. The systems reviewed
were diesel generators, standby gas treatment, reactor building
ientilation, control room ventilation, and emergency core croling
system room c.oolers. All seals and boots were covered by
preventati/e maintenance or routine testing procedures.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

6. lignihly Surveillance Observation (6172#1

Surveillance testing required by technical specifications, the safety
analysis report, maintenance activities or modification activities were
observed and/or reviewed. Areas of consideration while performing
observations were procedure adherence, calibration of test equipment,
identification of test deficiencies, and personnel qualification. Areas
of consideration while reviewing surveillance records were completeness,
proper authorization / review signatures, test results properly
dispositioned, and independent verification documented. The following
activities were observed / reviewed:

Unit 1-
LaSalle Special Procedure (LLP)-91-ll5 Freedom Of Movement Test On
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System Governor Valve

LaSalle Instrument Surveillance (LIS)-100-15 Local Leak Rate Test Of The
Control Rod Drive Removal Hatch

LIS-RI-301 Steam Line High Flow RCIC Isolation functional Test

LIS-RH-112 Residual Heat Removal (Shutdown Cooling Mode) High Suction
Flow Isolation Calibration

LaSalle Electrical Surveillance (LES)-PC-102A Groups 1 and 4 Outboard
Isolation Actuation Logic System functional Test

Unit 2
LaSalle Operating Surveillance (LOS)-VP-W1 Drywell Temperatures

-LaSalle General Procedure (LGP)-1-S! Master Startup Checklist

10
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LaSalle Technical Procedure (LTP)-1600-4 Critical Predictions and
Approach to Criticality

LOS-RR-SRI Thermal Hydraulic Stability Surveillance

LIS-CH-405 Suppression Chamber High Level Functional Test

LIS-NB-418A Reactor Vessel Low Pressure and injection Line Low Pressure
Core Spray (LPCS)/RHR (LPCI) Injection Valve Open Permissive Monthly
functional Test

Significant observations included:

a. On September 17, 1992, during the performance of LIS-LC-303, " Unit
2 Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage Control Reactor Vessel
Pressure Functional Surveillance" the reactor core isolation
cooling system (RCIC) spuriously started and injected for
approximately 20 seconds before it was secured. The operators
acted correctly and effectively when securing from the transient.
Reactor power, pressure and level were unaffected. The cause was
a pressure spike on the instrument rack caused by returning an
instrument to service during the surveillance. Thi: event pas
nearly identical to a Unit 1 RCIC initiation that occurred on
June 22, 1992, (LER 373/92008). The adequacy of licensee's
corrective actions for the previous and current event will be
evaluated in a future inspection report.

b. Data recorded during performance of LOS-RI-Q5, " Reactor Core
isolation Cooling System Pump Operability and Inservice Test in
Condition 1, 2, and 3," on September 11, 1992, showed the RCIC
pump in the required action range. Although clearly identified in
the surveillance procedure, the nuclear station operator (NS0)
failed to identify this condition when comparing data to the
acceptance criteria. During the subsequent required shift control
roou engineer (SCRE) review, the SCRE identified the problem and
appropriate action was initiated. No violations of NRC
requirements occurred as technical specification action statements
were not exceeded, the licensee barely met the required four hour
NRC notification, and RCIC was later determined to be operable
after test instrumentation was found out of calibration. The
inspectors regarded this as an example of NSO inattention to
detail.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

7. Safety Assessment and Quality Verification (40500)

Nuclear quality programs (NQP) and the onsite nuclear safety group
(0NSG) had recently been merged into one group called quality
verification (QV) with a significant reduction in staffing. This group
also acquired responsibilities in the quality first program. The
inspector reviewed refueling outage plans of QV. Specific problem areas

-
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on which to concentrate resources had been identified and personnel were i
familiar with the outage schedule and activities. The ability of QV to
continue the functions of both NQP and ONSG will be evaluated over the
course of the outage.

'No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

8. Report Review (90713) i
,

During the inspection, the inspector reviewed selected licensee _ reports
and determined that the information was technically adequate and that it
satisfied the reporting requirements of the license, technical,

specifications, and 10 CFR, as appropriate. 1

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

9. Qpen itemi

Open items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee,
which will be reviewed further by the inspector, and which involve some
action on the part of the NRC or licensee or both. Open items disclosed
during the inspection are discussed in Paragraphs 5.a and 5.b.

11. Unresolved items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, violations, or
deviations. Unresolved items disclosed during the inspection are
discussed in Paragraphs 4.a(4) and 4.c. '

12. {xit Interview

The inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph
1) during the_ inspection period and at the conclusion of the inspection
period on October 13, 1992. The inspectors summarized the scope and
results of the inspection and discussed the likely content of this
inspection report. The licensee acknowledged the information and did
not indicate that any of the information disclosed during the inspection
could be considered proprietary in nature.
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